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Attendees: 
Lorri Kirstein – Avista 
Mark Lenssen – Puget Sound Energy 
Michael Lane – Puget Sound Energy  
Sinh Tran – Snohomish PUD 
Nancy Goddard – Pacific Power 
Shelley Martin – Idaho Power 
Sheree Willhite – Idaho Power 
Tucker Kramer – NorthWestern Energy  
Deb Martin Young – NorthWestern Energy 
Natasha Houldson – Tacoma Power 

Bill Hibbs – Clark PUD 
Matt Babbits – Clark PUD 
Lori Froehlich – Clark PUD 
Todd Greenwell – Idaho Power 
Mattias Jarvegren – Clallum PUD 
Michelle Lichtenfels – Bonneville Power Admin 
Colm Otten – Seattle City Light (SCL) 
Oliver Kesting – Energy Trust of Oregon 
Lindsay Hobbs – Inland Power 

 
NEEA Staff: Maria Alexandra Ramirez, Emily Moore, Anne Curran, Suzi Asmus, Maria Murphy, Christopher 
Dymond, Elaine Miller, Jennifer Stout, Amy Webb, Lauren Bates, Natalie Fish, Rachel Zakrasek, Debbie Driscoll, 
Neil Grigsby, Alisyn Maggiora, Lauren Bates, Amanda Rose, John Jennings 
 
Guests: Jeremy Del Real - TRC 

Resources 
 Agenda packet on NEEA.org: https://neea.org/committee-documents/q2-2020-iscc-packet  
 Master slide deck on NEEA.org: https://neea.org/committee-documents/iscc-q2-2020-meeting-slides 
 Meeting Recording: http://neea.adobeconnect.com/p8lhg5bxwzow/?proto=true 

  
Welcome & Introduction / Housekeeping Items (p.1-5 in packet | slides 1-10) 

If you have questions regarding general content in this meeting please contact Maria Alexandra 
(MARamirez@neea.org) or Emily Moore (EMoore@neea.org).   

A. Agenda Review 
B. Housekeeping Items 

1) Packet/Informational Updates 
a. MRE Process Improvement on Research Recruitment – p.31 
b. Distributor Platform Activity Report – p.32-35 
c. BetterBricks Activity Report – p. 36-39 

2) Coordinating Committee Roles Review 
 
Special Topic 
Program & Market Impacts due to COVID-19 (slides 11-12) 

If you have questions regarding general content in this meeting please contact Emily Moore 
(EMoore@neea.org).  See slides 11 and 12 for presentation points.  

http://www.neea.org/
mailto:info@neea.org
https://neea.org/committee-documents/q2-2020-iscc-packet
https://neea.org/committee-documents/iscc-q2-2020-meeting-slides
http://neea.adobeconnect.com/p8lhg5bxwzow/?OWASP_CSRFTOKEN=326999e7dc6fd7bb285b11b44d50dd98c6292579404a09d7d8c16f44e8d0f858?proto=true
https://neea.org/committee-documents/q2-2020-iscc-packet
https://neea.org/committee-documents/iscc-q2-2020-meeting-slides
mailto:MARamirez@neea.org
mailto:EMoore@neea.org
mailto:EMoore@neea.org
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A. Questions for Discussion, and to share throughout the day: 
1) Is there something you’d like to get out of today’s meeting to help you cope with the current 

situation? 
2) What should NEEA staff know to help support your programs? 
3) How is this affecting your programs and planning for the remainder of the year/2021? 

B. Discussion 
1) BPA: Would like to hear thoughts from NEEA and others on how programs are responding to 

moving to virtual, and what’s being done to aggregate market intel.  
2) PSE: Seeing opportunity for more virtual verification of products in the future. 
3) Snohomish: Will have trouble meeting goals this year, anticipating 40-50% of goal. 
4) SCL: Shifting away from efficiency program work temporarily. Been given unofficial message that 

efficiency targets are a lower priority during this time.  
5) Tacoma: Media communications are limited to COVID-related outreach only; how are other 

utilities managing communications right now? 
i. Are you doing energy efficiency messages during this time for residential since their 

energy use is up? Some social messaging with tips, just getting started.  
6) EnergyTrust (via email due to connectivity issues): Making changes to our delivery – using remote 

verification where we can, extending deadlines on applications and exploring bonuses an changes 
that we can make before June to help the customers get back on their feet. Small customers have 
been particularly hard hit. Municipal, and large business seems to keep moving. Schools may even 
pick up since they are closed for the rest of the year and have an opportunity to get more work 
done.  Hospitality has been hit hard. Corrections  are on hold. We are seen some opportunity in 
Data centers. Also we’ve pushed off the due date for our RFP (for commercial programs) by 30 
days. 

 
 

HVAC  
Ductless Heat Pumps [DHPs] (p.6-10 in packet | slides 14-17) 

Suzi Asmus and Christopher Dymond (NEEA) provided the overview. The desired outcome is for 
Committee members to be familiar with current activities and understand opportunities for coordination. 
If you have questions about this presentation, please contact Suzi (SAsmus@neea.org). 

Overview Topics w/ Key Discussion Points, Action Items & Decisions: Review packet and slides for 
greater detail 

1) Overview  
a. Review of 2020 Focus Areas 

i. Continued market transformation in cold climates 
ii. Determine timing for transitioning program into long-term monitoring, 

completing follow-on work from the eighth Market Progress Evaluation 
Report (MPER) for additional evaluation in cold climate markets   

iii. Support utility program cost-effectiveness through “Maximizing Mini-Splits” 
research 

b. Review of timeline for work related to 1.a.iii. (slide 16) 
i. Three phases supported by contractor and advisory group: Meta study, 

market survey, enhancement measures 
ii. PNNL study results demonstrated that folks have DHPs installed, but are 

underutilizing them; found it’s important that the homeowner understand 
how to prioritize their DHP over the existing in-home system.  

2) Discussion Questions 
a. What is your utility doing to address or improve your own utility cost effectiveness? 

https://neea.org/committee-documents/q2-2020-iscc-packet
https://neea.org/committee-documents/iscc-q2-2020-meeting-slides
mailto:SAsmus@neea.org
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b. How can NEEA most effectively communicate the recommendations and 
opportunities that result from this work and seek feedback? 

i. What methods of communicating do you prefer? Planning for webinars. 
ii. How do we make sure the right folks in your organizations hear about these 

opportunities? With whom should we connect? 
3) Discussion 

a. BPA working on a research project on end-use (choice to use, overall success with 
efficiency goals); will combine results of this study with NEEA’s study to get the whole 
picture. Expect to present materials and results in the fall to help inform path 
forward. 

b. SCL would love to collaborate on installer surveys and long-term monitoring of DHP 
sales. Moving DHPs and other HVAC programs into mid-stream. Believe there’s an 
opportunity to reengage with local installer trade allies. Issue in Seattle is high 
demand but very limited supply of residential contractors. Focusing on income-
qualified households (relieves a bit of cost-effectiveness question). Would like to 
continue notification of latest research findings in advance of final reports if possible. 
Webinars with robust opportunity for Q&A with other utilities would be great. 
Looking for finer segmentation in research to further define unique challenges for 
urban spaces rural markets. 

c. Idaho Power looking at DHPs through lens of UTC vs TRC. Request to keep folks 
abreast of research results, greatly appreciated. 

d. Clark doesn’t have anything officially planned, considering getting together with 
HVAC contractor network to improve best practices on install – promoting single-
head interior installs when appropriate. Idea:  offering contractors incentive if certain 
parameters are met? 

e. NorthWestern doesn’t currently have anything cost-effective at this point, but very 
interested in continuing to learn more on cold climate opportunities. 

f. BPA also developing a technically sound cost-effective measure on Res side, will also 
seek to train contractors in a way that’s consistent with that cost effectiveness 
approach. Do have a network to build first, but also looking down road at options for 
rewarding installs that achieve a more cost effective approach – prob 2 years out. 
Also looking at how to make both the measures (residential and commercial) similar 
to make it easier for contractors and simultaneously have measures that are cost-
effective. By late fall, hope to come up with a new spec of DHPs that is cost-effective 
that would allow for long-term payments. If successful, would coordinate that spec 
with contractors; will try to coordinate the measure so it looks the same in both 
sectors (res/commercia) – not sure if that’s feasible, but going to try to help reduce 
confusion for contractors.  

g. Idaho Power seeing huge construction boom over last several years – seeing mostly 
electric furnaces installed; would be great to see a focus on new construction. 

4) Discussion Cont’d: Program impacts to DHPs? Questions about the packet materials? Other 
comments? 

a. NorthWestern appreciates NEEA’s efforts to focus on cold climate opportunities. 
Have been tentative to approach trade allies now with COVID impacts because 
smaller market actors in our area are under a major crunch with layoffs and are being 
hit hard.  
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b. NEEA staff affirmed that they are closely monitoring the supply chain impacts on a 
daily basis. Feel free to reach out to Christopher if you want updates at any time: 
CDymond@neea.org  

High Performance HVAC [HP HVAC] (p.11-14 in packet | slides 18-21) 
Maria Murphy (NEEA) provided the overview. The desired outcome is for Committee members to be 
familiar with current activities and understand opportunities for coordination. If you have questions about 
this presentation, please contact Maria (MMurphy@neea.org). 

Overview Topics w/ Key Discussion Points, Action Items & Decisions: Review packet and slides for 
greater detail 

1) Overview:  
a. Refining HRV requirements – maintained the same level of desired system efficiency, 

while allowing for more flexibility at the component level 
b. Additional qualifying HRV / ERV products – new product available out of Sweden, plus 

a third manufacturer in the wings! 
i. Resources now live on BetterBricks website: 

https://betterbricks.com/solutions/hvac/dedicated-outside-air-system-doas  
c. Final report on all eight pilot demonstration projects are available on the BetterBricks 

website  
d. Individual case studies (high-level 2-pagers) also available on most pilot projects  
e. Key points for collaboration – see p.12-14 coordination opportunities called out in 

activity report 
2) Discussion Questions 

a. Any impending changes to your HVAC offerings? 
b. Current/planned mid-stream efforts? 

3) Discussion  
a. BPA anticipates that changes will be stable going into next rate period (2-3 years). Not 

planning any mid-stream efforts but closely tracking. The reason they don’t engage 
with mid-stream is because EE incentive dollars that go to their customers are based 
on customer rates; so, in order to do mid-stream, they either have to hold back a pot 
of money (not desirable), or do a utility by utility agreement with a program 
administrator to help facilitate that. Also allowing for self-verification with 
photos/videos, hoping this new approach will stick. Considering new ways of 
coordinating approaches across other BPA programs.  

b. NorthWestern doesn’t have any major changes, waiting to see what happens with 
avoided cost due to COVID; don’t anticipate any major changes and don’t have any 
mid-stream activities right now. Programs continuing as normal, may see a slowdown 
in a month or two.  

c. SCL is continuing to offer custom incentive on VHE DOAS retrofits. VRF retrofit moving 
to mid-stream if coupled with VHE DOAS. For new construction commercial code 
requirements will impact baseline. Not intending to change incentive rate, but looking 
at code to evaluate with an approach change is needed. 

d. Snohomish does not anticipate changes to their program. Trying to get first project 
going ($0.35/kwh), nothing happening yet. Also allowing self-inspections for 
verifications.  

e. Tacoma increased custom retro projects to $0.30/kwh. For commercial new 
construction, taking a look internally at program structure, may do a refresh. Don’t 

mailto:CDymond@neea.org
https://neea.org/committee-documents/q2-2020-iscc-packet
https://neea.org/committee-documents/iscc-q2-2020-meeting-slides
mailto:MMurphy@neea.org
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anticipate incentive change, but looking at maybe doing design incentives up front. 
Not currently looking at any mid-stream, monitoring the region.  

f. EnergyTrust looking at revising incentives in response to COVID and instituting some 
bonuses and raised incentives, hopefully by June; not sure yet what they’ll be but 
HVAC will be included. Also allowing customers to do self-inspections with 
photo/video submissions.  

g. Idaho Power updating technical resource manual this year; looking at a variety of 
HVAC programs for possible adjustments. Reevaluating cost tests so that may change 
things for HVAC. Interested in mid-stream for some retrofit measures that we aren’t 
seeing come through the program. Incentives have come up low compared to product 
costs, curious about pursuing new HVAC units at mid-stream. Haven’t don’t research, 
but mulling on this.  

h. SCL trying to align with PSE mid-stream program to capitalize on what trade allies are 
already familiar with. Anticipate seeing a slowdown but no changes otherwise.  

i. PSE doesn’t have any significant mid-stream program changes yet, but looking at how 
to increase incentives or add more equipment types to the program to try to gather a 
little more savings. Expect to see a big drop off in program savings. Developed a 
virtual verification process depending on type of project.  

j. Avista noted that their program remains operative and nothing has changed for 
them. Now allowing customers to do self-inspections so allowing them to attach 
pictures now with submissions, may consider continuing this after restrictions lift.  

k. Clark noted their program is also operating as normal. Using some different 
inspection methodologies. Expect to see a small drop, but overall expect savings to be 
in line with last year. Also allowing self-inspections right now.  

Building Envelope 
Window Attachments (p.15-18 in packet | slides 25-28) 

Natalie Fish (NEEA) provided the overview. The desired outcome is for Committee members to be familiar 
with current activities and understand opportunities for coordination. If you have questions about this 
presentation, please contact Natalie (NFish@neea.org).  

Overview Topics w/ Key Discussion Points, Action Items & Decisions: Review packet and slides for 
greater detail 

1) Overview of key program focus areas for 2020 in both residential and commercial sectors 
a. Residential: now accessing sales data from three manufacturers, assessing energy 

savings potential 
b. Commercial: focusing on product differentiation, raise awareness, field test 
c. New resources available on BetterBricks website (case studies, technology overview 

flyer in May, other content updates) 
2) Commercial Field Test (see slide 27 for additional detail) 

a. Goal: validate savings potential, inform future program strategy 
b. Looking to recruit 8-12 buildings across all PNW climate zones 
c. Prioritizing office and hospitality buildings, especially hotels 
d. Price could be a big barrier, program will help buy down cost to incent participants 
e. Key right now: RECRUITING! Need your help.  
f. Field test commitments are critical to keep timeline on track - looking to start 

installations by Q1 2021 so field tests can wrap at end of 2021.  
3) Discussion Questions: 

a. Any known opportunities for prospective projects? 

https://neea.org/committee-documents/q2-2020-iscc-packet
https://neea.org/committee-documents/iscc-q2-2020-meeting-slides
mailto:NFish@neea.org
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b. What are strategies or collaboration opportunities to support quick recruitment of 
field tests? 

c. Any questions about key leverage points and collaboration opportunities in the 
activity report?  

4) Discussion 
a. SCL noted they have some field test candidates; NEEA staff to follow up. 
b. Northwestern curious how others are identifying prospects; challenged by finding all-

electric buildings and non-operable windows, would love to see some case studies in 
our market.  

i. How will you get your pre-post usage info, taking into account COVID 
impacts? May have to ask for 2 years of data.  

c. PSE targeting area where they want to mitigate peak load growth, which includes 
schools, and could use that same area for this effort. Even though there are some 
windows that are operable, they plan to be able to accommodate for this and NEEA 
staff confirmed this is doable.  

d. BPA in pursuit of new projects and see this opportunity has potential – will continue 
to keep eyes open for appropriate test sites. 

e. Tacoma noted they’ve historically had challenges with cost-effectiveness in Envelope 
realm. Do you have examples or data points with pricing/cost? That would help us 
evaluate opportunities.  

i. NEEA staff don’t have a firm commitment on special pricing yet, expected in 
2-3 weeks from 6 manufacturers. Know their wide range of products have a 
resulting wide cost range ($20/sq ft - $50/sq ft installed).  

ii. ACTION ITEM: NEEA staff to follow up with firm pricing info from 
manufacturers once available (next 2-3 weeks) 

f. How realistic is this timeline for getting customers engaged? 
i. SCL has seen timelines closer to a year for the negotiation process for a big 

upgrade like this, suggest giving more time. 
ii. NorthWestern noted this may be a hard time to find a building with these 

parameters right now, plus, may have very different answers today versus 3 
months from now given COVID situation.  

g. Anyone else to connect with here? 
i. Bill Hibbs – Clark PUD 

Lighting 
Luminaire Level Lighting Controls [LLLC] (p.19-22 in packet | slides 30-40)  

Anne Curran (NEEA) provided the overview. The desired outcome is for Committee members to be familiar 
with current activities and understand opportunities for coordination. If you have questions about this 
presentation, please contact Anne (ACurran@neea.org). 

Overview Topics w/ Key Discussion Points, Action Items & Decisions: Review packet and slides for 
greater detail 

1) Overview of Luminaire Level Lighting Controls (LLLC) program:  
a. 3 main foci: education, market awareness, and supply & sales chain engagement 
b. Reminder, on the LLLC toolkit on  BetterBricks website includes video and handout 

resources 
c. Real-time adaptation on education opportunities – trainings now available from 

Lighting Design Lab via webinar, and new sessions added! See  LDL website  for a 

https://neea.org/committee-documents/q2-2020-iscc-packet
https://neea.org/committee-documents/iscc-q2-2020-meeting-slides
mailto:ACurran@neea.org
https://betterbricks.com/resources/neea-lllc-toolkit
https://www.lightingdesignlab.com/education
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more updated list of classes and their timing. The LLLC has sponsored the seven 
NLC/LLLC topics. These classes are being offered at no charge to participants.   

i. ASK: Invite your staff, trade allies, design allies, and customers to 
participate.   

ii. ACTION ITEM: NEEA staff to provide the link in the notes. BPA mentioned 
they will also be collaborating with the LDL to get these resources out to their 
customers.  

d. BOMA Idaho is planning to coordinate LLLC into one of their online events in May; 
Idaho Power facilitated this opportunity. 

2) Discussion Questions - Education: 
a. What are your training plans for lighting controls in 2020? 
b. Do you envision opportunities to leverage the new webinar series (list on slide 34)? 

3)  Discussion: 
a. BPA looking at expanding access to online learning and providing additional content 

for trade allies. Will leverage this type of content.   Also using the online DLC course. 
b. PSE working on a coordinated marketing plan; trying to tap into BOMA-like 

organizations and property managers.  
c. Avista hosted LLLC training in December, went really well. Have a trade ally network 

blog posting and email blast; will continue with this and will put this training out to 
their network.  

d. Northwestern training plans put on hold with COVID; will have opportunities to get 
new webinar series out for trainings. 

4) Discussion Questions – Market Awareness: 
a. Examples of how your programs are either already or planning to bolster awareness 

of LLLC among your customers and trade allies 
b. Best communication path for coordinating on events and other marketing 

opportunities?  
5) Discussion: 

a. SCL in mid rollout of a new website, which will include a lot of NEEA information. Also 
have the LDL, of course. Likewise, seeing a little confusion around LLLC with DLC 
network lighting control (NLC) incentives; could benefit from some improved 
education around that.  

i. Have some information that distinguishes NLC and LLLC (LLLC is a subset of 
NLC options). ACTION ITEM: NEEA staff to share this material to help with 
confusion.  

ii. New case study in Seattle also available. 
6) Discussion Questions – Program Activity & Market Insights: 

a. LLLC activity you are seeing in your programs 
b. Any learnings or market insights to share? 

7) Discussion: 
a. PSE seeing a little activity, would like to see more; thus why they’re thinking about 

marketing to building and property managers 
b. Clallam is looking to put new lights in their warehouse (likely LLLC) 

i. ACTION ITEM: NEEA staff to see if this could work as a case study opportunity 
c. Tacoma has a large industrial customer that finished a project last fall with LLLC, they 

found it was beneficial from a business/visibility standpoint – a good “selling” point. 
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Top Tier Trade Ally [TTTA] | NXT Level (p.23-26 in packet | slides 43-52) 
Rachel Zakrasek (NEEA) provided the overview. The desired outcome is for Committee members to be 
familiar with current activities and understand opportunities for coordination. If you have questions about 
this presentation, please contact Rachel (Rzakrasek@neea.org). 

Overview Topics w/ Key Discussion Points, Action Items & Decisions: Review packet and slides for 
greater detail 

1) Overview  
a. General overview 
b. Review of coordination activities – 2 key areas: 

i. Promote and host trainings and webinars 
1. Note: there will be on-demand NXT Level 2 trainings available online 

through June in response to trade allies’ increased demand and 
capacity for online training 

2. NEEA staff will be pushing out an email broadcast Wed Apr 22 with all 
of these details 

ii. Raise customer demand for NXT Level 
iii. BPA noted they would like to have these materials available on their trade 

ally network; will share them out as soon as they’re received.  
c. Long-term plan 

i. To transition infrastructure from NEEA, to a 3rd party in the market, in a self-
sustaining way. 

ii. Planning for that transition to happen in 2021. 
iii. Review of feedback received thus far (see slide 50) 
iv. Live poll results 

 
2) Discussion Questions: Transition Criteria 

a. Why did you choose the criteria you did?  
b. How do you think your lighting strategy might change over time? What about your 

resources for lighting trade allies? 
c. How might you utilize NXT Level differently in the future? 
d. If NXT Level were run by a third party in the market, would you change how you 

utilize NXT Level? 
3) Discussion: 

https://neea.org/committee-documents/q2-2020-iscc-packet
https://neea.org/committee-documents/iscc-q2-2020-meeting-slides
mailto:Rzakrasek@neea.org
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a. Pacific Power noted free training was key for them. Feel like they’re building 
momentum. Because they have NXT level linked to a premium tier in our network, 
they don’t need NXT Level to have standalone benefits, just need it to provide quality 
in knowledge and get folks to pass the certification. There are other certifications out 
there that cost money, so the differentiation with NXT Level is that it’s free.  

 
Commercial New Construction 
Commercial Code Enhancement [CCE] (p.27-30 in packet | slides 53-56) 

Neil Grigsby (NEEA) provided the overview. The desired outcome is for Committee members to be familiar 
with current activities and understand opportunities for coordination. If you have questions about this 
presentation please contact Neil (NGrigsby@neea.org).  

Overview Topics w/ Key Discussion Points, Action Items & Decisions: Review packet and slides for 
greater detail 

1) Overview of program:  
a. State updates – code cycles and CCE activities 

i. WA: implementation for 2018 Washington State Energy code pushed out to 
November due to COVID. Ensuring there’s a robust training plan for TSPR; 
expect to see training plan for both 2018 code and TSPR released in the next 
few weeks. Hoping to have trainings offered throughout 2020. You can expect 
to receive a doodle poll for the next CCE WA meeting and more info on the 
road mapping process soon, via email. 

ii. OR: Updated  ASHRAE 90.1-2019 code supposed to go into effect Oct 2020; 
due to COVID, this is postponed. Expect OR commercial code will continue 
with 90.1-2016 code compliance until further notice. Kicked off collaborative 
trainings for ASHRAE 90.1-2016 code late last year. Coordinating with 
EnergyTrust to offerAppendix G whole building performance path training for 
code compliance.  

iii. ID: Recently adopted 2018 IECCwith minor amendments – big win for ID. 
Working with code collaborative to come up with training plan to support 
2018 IECC, scheduled for Jan 2021 implementation. Completed two case 
studies in 2019 to provide education on how commercial buildings in the 
market are achieving above code performance.  

iv. MT: Coordinating with MT Code collaborative; they are working on adopting 
2018 IECC by  mid-year and implementation in early 2021. Completed two 
case studies focused on high-performance technologies that demonstrate 
above code compliance. The case studies have raised awareness for local 
projects that meet and exceed code.  

b. ACTION ITEM: NEEA staff to send link to WA code training once available 
2) Discussion Question – Coordination 

a. How can CCE work with utilities to align utility incentives with future code 
measures? 

3) Discussion 
a. Tacoma – technical road map (modeling and IDing technologies and strategies) – can 

this modeling be transferrable to deemed measure savings that utilities could take 
advantage of (to help customers take advantage of incentives) without additional site 
specific modeling?  

i. What is your existing process for this (outside of deemed savings)? 

https://neea.org/committee-documents/2020-q2-pcc-packet
https://neea.org/committee-documents/iscc-q2-2020-meeting-slides
mailto:NGrigsby@neea.org
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ii. Comprehensive modeling is usually required, especially with multiple 
measures 

iii. NEEA staff acknowledged this is a good idea, will keep Tacoma in the loop in 
the future. Have been evaluating the broad range of technologies and are 
extending the technology matrix to utility partners for review. Agreement to 
explore this further and investigate with the RTF.  

b. What kind of resources are you using for new measures? 
i. BPA noted that their HVAC measures are premised on equipment available in 

the market (top 25%), and informed by AHRI. Momentum savings team 
embarking on quantification of commercial building permit HVAC data to 
evaluate efficiency levels. Expect this to provide a better understanding of 
what efficiency levels are – to validate efficiency levels that they set. 

ii. SCL uses BPA manual for their Conservation Potential Assessment (last one 
completed 2019).   

iii. PSE sends out an RFP for ideas on energy saving options every budget cycle (2 
yr). Examples include shifting from custom process over to a mid-stream 
(smaller HVAC type systems).  

c. NEEA staff have been looking to simplify HVAC efficiency.  
d. Note that due to its progressive nature, the WA code technical roadmap often 

informs IECC and ASHRAE 90.1. Once completed, NEEA staff will bring to other states 
to take a look.  

Round Robin / Utility Roundtable  
Committee members shared out current activities, in particular current challenges or foci with COVID-19 
responses.  

A. Seattle City Light: Most things have shifted to serving customers the way they need to be served right 
now; seeing program managers reassigned to more pressing matters as a result. Just wrapped up 
application period for Energy Efficiency as a Service.  

B. Clark PUD: No major revelations beyond holding down the fort right now. Trying to deliver customer-
facing programs as normal as possible right now. Continuing through SEM pilot with BPA – year 1 beyond 
us and now evaluating savings, looking forward to year 2; been focusing SEM engagement on best 
practices for unexpected, partial or no occupancy situations.   

C. NorthWestern: Some changes in demand (res/commercial); rebates still processing as normal, with pretty 
normal pace for this time of year. Preparing for a slowdown. Suspended on-site energy audits (as well as 
low income weatherization) and laid off contractors for now. Starting to get program design setup for 
next year, will be interesting process doing it all remote. Fortunate in MT to not have fixed targets and 
penalties for not reaching those.  

D. Inland Power: Excited to be here. Experiencing a lot of slow down, trade ally lay-offs, etc. biggest concern 
will be hitting WA state targets and maintaining momentum for efficiency programs.  

E. Clallam PUD: Major slowdowns since most of their work is residential. Some contractors still doing work, 
mostly “emergency” based. Haven’t had time to do much projecting, but estimating they won’t meet 
targets. A couple of big projects on hold now. 

F. Avista: Working to stay in communication with customers, coordinate payment arrangements, developed 
flyers to send out with resources on loans, etc. Still processing rebates. Just starting to evaluate likelihood 
of reaching targets. Just started rural small business outreach (vendor bids, participation) and now on 
hold due to COVID.  

G. PSE: Public facing marketing materials coming out all focused on communication around support for 
COVID (billing, service, etc). Following Governors rules, most contractors have followed suit; thus, April 
has been extremely slow, even for payment processing. Hearing 3rd party folks are staying on payroll and 
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helping with some virtual activities, but don’t know too much beyond this. Concern about targets as a 
result so asking Program Managers to evaluate opportunities.  

H. BPA: Two primary 3rd party contractors in the field for C/I; haven’t had to lay folks off and are looking for 
ways to shift program strategies in the meantime. Moving trainings to webinars and asking for more 
trainings. Busy getting Council staff supply curves; unsure what that means for 2021 plan, but tracking 
closely. Thinking about what can actually be accomplished this summer. Residential team about to kick off 
new contract “comfort ready home” (similar to Trade Ally Northwest); will be exciting to get off the 
ground. Looking ahead to next rate period – revising offerings for industrial to streamline and simplify 
rulesets. Overall, we have not slowed down; good time to strategize.  

I. Pacific Power: Forecast for WA for 2020 showing a short, do have some time to recover and avoid 
penalty. Have some changes in mind for the code change, preparing for that with COVID response 
elements included, TBD on exactly how that looks. Offering small promo to contractor network if they 
complete three trainings on learning network. Have an opening for a Planner, if you know of anyone let 
Nancy know.  

J. Tacoma Power: Moving to virtual inspections where possible. Shared an anecdotal story about the slew of 
resources and messaging coming at customers (e.g. schools) that may be competing with energy 
efficiency messaging coming from utilities. Planning for next biennium cycle.  

K. Idaho Power: All programs still up and running but changing approach (e.g. sending checks directly to 
recipients as opposed to Idaho Power reps who like to deliver). Focusing on remote inspections for 
regular retrofits – feedback is fairly positive. Small business direct install on hold for most part. Expecting 
shortfall for retrofits program. Seeing less new construction applications. Impact to trade allies seems 
varied across the board; trying to stay in touch with customers and contractors and maintain good 
communication.  

L. Snohomish PUD: Keeping up on lighting.  
 

Feedback & Wrap-Up, Adjourn  
A. Public Comments: 

1) None 
B. Committee Comments: 

1) Worked well 
2) Good meeting 
3) Request to have people put their organization with their name so it’s easier to identify folks 

C. Meeting adjourned at 4:16 PM 
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